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Childfree dating on the go Designed with our busiest members in mind, the EliteSingles dating app available for iOS and Android is yet 
another great way to meet fellow childfree singles. Whether it s looking through your matches on the morning commute or setting up a date 

in line at the grocery store, it s our belief that you re never too busy to find lasting love Childfree adults are a minority, and this leads to 
unique dating issues. One woman I interviewed for my book complained that she had difficulty meeting men who were also childfree and 

wanted to remain that way. Most men she was meeting in her mid 30 s had children from prior marriages and these kids were top priority in 
every way. 12.04.2016 0183 32 In addition to checking the no kids box on dating sites, I would clearly bring up my childfree decision 

sometime in the first few dates. I was not shy about making my choice known. 09.09.2020 0183 32 Our childfree dating segment of users is 
no different. So, you can continue your first someone year without any childless stress that your date will drop the someone-question in at 

any moment. This way we can assess which of our singles are going to spark immediately. Childfree dating find like-minded love with 
EliteSingles Childfree dating sites that cater to singles that are childfree by choice are often too niche to have a steady stream of new 

members. Childfree reddit at Like-minded All of our members at EliteSingles dating seeking to find a Childfree Dating . DISCUSSION. I m 
interested to hear what more CF people s experience with dating has been. I m 28 and just recently found someone else that s CF through the 

usual dating apps, so I feel pretty lucky and I m hoping it leads to something. But before that, it s always seemed like such a complicated 
mess. Childfree dating find like-minded love with EliteSingles. But remember that these are just a few good options for dating websites and 

apps that are specifically designed for sites who don t want to have children. There are tons of other options out there, including regular 
dating apps and websites. Childfree dating app RANT I 29 m have seen it talked about here several times but I m getting sick and tired of 
being upfront about my childfree lifestyle, then matching and talking to someone for a week and having them pull the so do you really not 

want kids or You don t even want one kid
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